TUTORIAL 7

EMAIL BEST PRACTICES
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EMAIL BEST PRACTICES
Reading time: 10 minutes

Prerequisite: n/a

Responding to enquiries is essential but time consuming when you are running a small business and need to
balance all your other daily activities. Following the key points below will ensure your responses to emails
meet the expectations of today’s traveller.

1)

BACKGROUND

Research show that travellers shop around via email: when you receive an email there is a good chance that
your direct competitors have also received the same email. Moreover, travellers expect an answer within
their working day. Therefore, time is of the essence when dealing with emails. As a rule of thumb you have
maximum 24 hours to respond to emails before credibility is questioned or the client will give up.

a)

When should I check my emails?

•

Check your emails at breakfast, lunch and dinner.

•

If you cannot respond there and then, make a point of sending an
acknowledgement to confirm you received the email and inform the client when
you will get back to them.

Hi John, this is Emma from 4WD adventure tours. I am just in the middle of changing the
tyres on the 4WD but I will get back to you with availabilities before 5pm tonight. Cheers
for contacting us!

•

Book one hour of your time every day (early to mid afternoon is best) to answer all daily emails you
haven’t yet responded to. If you leave it too late people will look elsewhere. If you can, also try and
answer overnight emails first thing in the morning.

b)
•

How shall I respond?

Include the original message as a reference. If it was a form from your website, use the email your
website sent you as reference and include it in the response to the client.

•

What type of person are you writing to? Their initial email will give you an idea of what type of person
the sender is. Use similar language they used. Did they ask for examples? Then use examples. Do they
want facts only? Then be brief.

•

Structure your response, aim for a great one instead of a good one. Use headlines, bold important words.
Your competitors might not!

•

Have a call-to-action that will entice the sender to act and respond to your email
If you book this week I will make sure I give you priority for a room upgrade
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•

Direct the client to your page on TripAdvisor where they will be able to read past client’s
recommendations.

•

Avoid adding attachments other than PDFs or images as email servers could consider them as spam and
block them. Direct the potential client to a document they can download from your website.

Check out our breakfast menu www.4wdadventures.com.au/breakfast on our website
•

Ensure you answered all questions and offered a solution or options to address all concerns the
customer might have.

•

Ask the sender how they found you. Was it through Google? A link from another website? Word of
mouth? Make a list of how everyone found you and use that information to fine-tune your marketing.

•

Thank the sender.

•

Have an email signature that highlights upcoming local events or special deals.

2)

CASE STUDY: EXAMPLE OF A GREAT EMAIL RESPONSE
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In the example above, Joan provided a great, enticing response to Emma. She has also:


Adopted the same language and tone as Emma, the potential customer



Answered all her questions and gave her options



Realised, thanks to Emma’s email, that Emma works in an office at ANZ. Joan therefore knows that
Emma is used to dealing with emails and will expect a quick response



Given Emma some references to activities she could be doing (whale watching, link to the things to do
in Caloundra)



Made a tentative booking and given a call-to-action to Emma
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3)

Recommended Emma checks Caloundra Cottages TripAdvisor reviews by providing the link

SAVING TIME

Even though each email is personalised, they follow a similar format.
You will save time by creating some draft emails that you can save in your draft folder (in your Outlook or
email program).
To create a draft email, do as if you were going to write a new email but instead of sending it, save it as a
draft. Use the subject field to name them so you can quickly pick the appropriate one, copy it and paste it
into your response email.

4)

RELATED MATERIAL
a)

Related tutorials

•

Target market 101

•

Bringing people to my site with e-marketing

•

Email marketing
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